ATTENDEES AT THE KOFFOLT STATUE UNVEILING AND LUNCHEON

David H. Armstrong (Class of 1972)  Geoff Hulse (CBE Director ECR6)
Dale B. Baker (Class of 1942)  Bonnie Hutchinson (Koffolt Family)
Paul Bates (Class of 1949)  Angela Jones (CBE Graduate Coordinator)
Ruth Bates (Guest)  Alex Kawczak (Class of 1982)
Robert (Bob) Bates (Class of 1953)  Henrietta Kawczak (Guest)
Bud Baeslack (Dean, College of Engineering)  John Koegle (Class of 1951)
Michael Beachy (Class of 2002)  Margaret Koegle (Guest)
Rich Brandon (Class of 1983)  Kurt Koelling (CBE Professor)
Roger Briggs (Class of 1953)  Tom Koffolt (Koffolt Family)
Martha Briggs (Guest)  Patrick Kofalt (Koffolt Family)
Bob Brodkey (CBE Professor Emeritus)  Jonathan Kofalt (Koffolt Family)
Jeff Chalmers (CBE Professor)  Michael Kukla (CBE Design Engineer - Retired)
John D. Clay (Class of 1994)  Isamu Kusaka (CBE Professor)
Jefferson Cole (Class of 1938)  Jim Lee (CBE Professor)
Ronald Cole (Guest)  Martha Leming (CBE Administrative Associate)
H. Nick Conkle (Class of 1972)  Alexis Lemmon (Class of 1943)
Stuart Cooper (CBE Professor and Chair)  Joan Lemmon (Guest)
Barbara Dotson (Class of 1983)  George Lewis (Class of 1948)
Jeff Ellis (Class of 2004)  Ruth Lewis (Guest)
Leigh Evrard (CBE Design Engineer)  Donald MacDougall (Class of 1953)
L.S. Fan (CBE Professor)  Dave McCarthy (College of Engineering)
Marty Feinberg (CBE Professor)  Karen McDonough (Koffolt Family)
Walter Flack (Class of 1957)  Glen McKee (Class of 1966)
Eleanor Flack (Guest)  Elizabeth McKee (Guest)
Ron Follmer (Class of 1961)  John Meyer (Development)
Philip Fondy (Class of 1957)  Dolores Mlachak (Koffolt Family)
Jacquie Fondy (Guest)  Robin Ng (Guest)
Barbara Garcher (Koffolt Family)  Clement Opoku (Class of 1993)
Stephen Grant (Class of 1975)  Ivy Opoku (Guest)
Kathy Grant (Guest)  Kofi Opoku (Guest)
Ed Haering (CBE Professor Emeritus)  William Overton (Class of 1955)
Jenny Halim (Class of 2002)  Umit Ozkan (CBE Professor)
Jack Hammond (Class of 1961)  Michael Paulaitis (CBE Professor)
Mitzi Hammond (Guest)  Jerry Pausch (Class of 1961)
Ron Harris (Class of 1961)  Bruce Pontious (Development)
Harry Hershey (CBE Professor Emeritus)  Willard H. Potter (Class of 1953)
Kerry Hertenstein (Class of 1971)  James Randall (Class of 1943)
Winston Ho (CBE Professor)  Barbara Randall (Guest)
Ron Howard (Class of 1998)  Ann Randall (Guest)
Jeff Hullinger (Class of 1980)  Jim Rathman (CBE Professor)
Lew Hullinger (Class of 1947)  John Rensel (Class of 1970)
Betty Hullinger (Guest)  Marty Schuter (Statue Sculptor)
Carl Scott (CBE Building Coordinator)
Norma Shuss (Koffolt Family)
Richard Shuss (Koffolt Family)
Mark Smale (Guest)
David Stephan (Class of 1952)
Dorothy Stephan (Guest)
Paula Stevenson (CBE Program Manager)
Sherry Stoneman (CBE Assistant to the Chair and Alumni Liaison)
Tom Sweeney (CBE Professor Emeritus)
Theresa Teplick (Koffolt Family)
Frank Teplick (Koffolt Family)
Dave Tomasko (CBE Professor)
Mei Wang (MSE Manager of Business Services)
Robert Wiseman (Class of 1953)
Sue Wiseman (Guest)
Larry Woodworth (Class of 1961)
Barbara Wyslouzil (CBE Professor)
John Yacher (Class of 1967)
Jack Zakin (CBE Professor Emeritus)